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Dear Parents and Carers,                                                                                     21st May 2021 

 
 
It has been a busy week, packed full of diverse learning opportunities for all our children. 
Our youngest children have enjoyed exploring what it would be like being a ‘Superhero’. 
Earlier in the week I had the pleasure of chatting to a child from EYFS who arrived at school 

with a homemade shield and superhero gadgets. They were so excited and proud of their 
achievements, wonderful to see.   
 
During their last Forest School session with Mr. Holland, Year 2 had the opportunity to 
recreate the Great Fire of London using replica houses the children had made. The 

purpose was for the children to see first-hand how the fire spread due to the close 
proximity of the houses and endeavour to get a sense of what it might be like to see your 
home go up in flames. Following this the children then had the chance to write a diary 
entry about the events and their thoughts and feelings. Endeavouring to bring history to 
life will hopefully secure learning and make knowledge stick. 
 

This week the children in Years 5 and 6 have had the opportunity to 
develop their scientific knowledge and understanding. Mr. Lee used an 
array of sweets to recreate the components of blood while in Year 5 
the children investigated various states of matter by evaporating salt 
solutions. The teaching team are working hard to create memorable 

learning opportunities across a wide range of curriculum areas. 
Listening to the children talk with excitement and knowledge is a joy.  

 
 

Renaming Year Groups 

 
To coincide with the building work and internal renovations we are going to rename the 
year groups from September. Class names will be linked to the various Grosvenor estates 
located around the country. To help prepare for this we have commissioned a local artist 
to work with the children later on in the term to create class shields that represent the new 
class name and our school Christian values. I would like to thank the PTA who are kindly 

contributing to the cost of the project.  I will keep you posted on how things are going. 
 

Building Update 

 
Work is progressing well. You may have noticed that the scaffolding on Forest Street is 

almost complete. The internal renovations to open up the space on the top floor is 
currently taking place. As you can appreciate clearing rubble from the top floor will be a 
challenge – to assist with this a chute will soon be in place and a designated area for 
rumble is being set up at the back of the school office.  Please take care around these 
areas. We are hopeful that work will be completed in time for September. 

‘A voice for every child’ 



 

 

 

Notices 

 

• A number of items of school uniform have gone missing. Please can you ensure 

that clothing is labelled and check that your child brings home the correct item. If 

an item of named clothing is mistakenly take home, please return it to school. We 

do our very best to ensure the children look after their belongings but at times 

items do get lost. Thank you for your support with this.  

 

• A message has gone out today regarding enrichment activities for next term. If 

you would like your child to participate in a club, please use the attached google 

form. To help with planning and organisation please complete by Wednesday 26th 

May  Enrichment Clubs 

 

• We are hopeful that as lockdown restrictions ease, we will be able to provide 

residential trips and visits later on in the term. We have provisional plans in balance, 

and these will be communicated once confirmed and Co-Vid restrictions allow it.  
 

 

Diary dates 

 

Wednesday 26th May EYFS Trip to Greenacres 

Friday 28th May End of Term 

Monday 7th June Start of Term 

Wednesday 9th June Staff Twilight Training (no staff run clubs) 

Thursday 10th June Visit to KS2 from Ash Dickinson - poet 

Monday 14th June Digital Wizards Visit (Y5 and Y2) 

 

 

 

Have a safe, enjoyable weekend. 
 

 
 
R. Clark  
Head of School 

https://forms.gle/PFmVKesnV5yrV2TZ8

